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Security attacks abuse software vulnerabilities of IoT devices; hence, detecting and eliminating these vulner-

abilities immediately are crucial. Fuzzing is an efficient method to identify vulnerabilities automatically, and

many publications have been released to date. However, fuzzing for embedded systems has not been studied

extensively owing to various obstacles, such as multi-architecture support, crash detection difficulties, and

limited resources. Thus, the article introduces fuzzing techniques for embedded systems and the fuzzing dif-

ferences for desktop and embedded systems. Further, we collect state-of-the-art technologies, discuss their ad-

vantages and disadvantages, and classify embedded system fuzzing tools. Finally, future directions for fuzzing

research of embedded systems are predicted and discussed.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT), a worldwide system comprising many computing devices that com-
municate mutually [136], has become an indispensable part of our lives. Especially, IoT technology
is significantly used in critical infrastructure, the industrial sector, and smart home fields. Critical
infrastructures, such as the power plant, water resources, and transportation systems, are very
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important to operate nations. Smart home devices bring convenience to most people, and health-
care systems are vital to patients. In addition, the industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), which
refers to a network of connected devices in the industrial sector, has received much attention in the
fourth industrial revolution era. Most of these IoT devices are embedded systems having firmware
and various applications.

However, security threats from the software vulnerabilities on embedded systems have been in-
creasing along with these advancements. For instance, the Mirai malware [31] infected millions of
IoT equipment and commanded them to initiate large-scale network attacks. Due to these attacks,
hundreds of thousands of web servers across the globe became in denial of service. According
to [93, 123], more than 1.5 billion cyber attacks that target 50 billion embedded devices ranging
from cardiac pacemakers, cars, and various IoT devices have been detected in the first half of 2021.
These attacks exploit software vulnerabilities in embedded device firmware, potentially discovered
by well-crafted embedded fuzzing techniques.

As the increasing number of attacks target embedded devices, the techniques of embedded sys-
tem fuzzing need to be appropriately studied in the research field. For instance, drones are one
of the interesting embedded devices in both the public and private sectors [2, 3]. Unfortunately,
drones have several security threats such as GPS spoofing attacks [113, 140], implementation er-
rors, and software vulnerabilities. Several countermeasures [7, 14, 75, 142] against GPS spoofing
attacks have been proposed, but other software errors have not received much attention. Drones
must keep security and safety regulations to not have destructive impacts on our lives. For this, we
must find and remove software errors before they are abused. An efficient technique to eliminate
these software vulnerabilities is fuzzing, which was first invented by Miller et al. [85] in 1990.

Fuzzing (i.e., fuzz testing) is “an automated testing method that generates numerous test cases
using random data (from files, network protocols, API calls, etc.) as software input to find the
presence of exploitable vulnerabilities” [96]. Although fuzzing is an efficient technique for auto-
matically detecting software vulnerabilities, directly applying this technique to embedded devices
that are less visible and have strong hardware dependency is challenging [87, 145]. Although the
number of embedded system fuzzers is less than that of traditional fuzzers owing to these reasons,
several embedded-specific fuzzing tools (i.e., fuzzer) have been developed thus far, and we will
analyze and discuss them in this article.

1.1 Motivation

The two main motivations for this survey are as follows:

(1) Many embedded devices have been developed worldwide. Numerous and severe vulnerabili-
ties appear along with these advancements. Consequently, fuzzing for embedded systems or
firmware has become increasingly attractive in IoT industries and security research societies.
In particular, many embedded system fuzzing tools (e.g., Firm-AFL [145], Avatar2 [86], and
IoTFuzzer [22]) have been proposed to identify bugs in embedded devices. However, there
is no comprehensive guide for a security analyst to fuzz embedded systems or analyze a
firmware. Therefore, we decide to provide an end-to-end guide to the analyst for fuzzing of
embedded systems.

(2) No systematic review on embedded system fuzzing (ESF) has been conducted thus far.
Although some survey articles [74, 76, 82] about traditional software fuzzing are available,
they have not mentioned fuzzing for embedded systems or firmware. However, we think
that a review of ESF is essential in an IoT era. Although some articles [49, 115, 145] about
ESF describe an overview of some related works, they are only selected articles and thus are
not comprehensive. Therefore, a comprehensive overview that surveys and analyzes state-
of-the-art ESF works should be prepared.
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1.2 Outline

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the survey method, and
Section 3 provides a general view of ESF. Section 4 classifies fuzzing techniques of embedded sys-
tems, and Sections 5–7 describe fuzzing steps, performance comparisons, and their applications,
respectively. Section 8 presents several research challenges. Finally, Section 9 presents the conclu-
sions of this article.

2 SURVEY METHOD

To conduct a comprehensive survey on ESF, we collected and selected related works extensively.
In this section, we present the research questions, selection criteria, collection strategy, and a
summary of the research.

2.1 Research Questions

We present an answer to the following ESF-related research questions.

(1) RQ1: What are the differences between traditional fuzzing and ESF?
(2) RQ2: What are the types of fuzzing techniques for embedded systems, and how do they differ

from each other?
(3) RQ3: How do they solve the fuzzing challenges of embedded systems?
(4) RQ4: What are the research challenges and future research trends?

RQ1, described in Section 3, provides us time to consider the differences between traditional
fuzzing and ESF and motivates us to write this article. RQ2 and RQ3, which are explored in Sec-
tions 4 and 5, enable us to conduct an in-depth investigation on ESF and evaluate the state-of-the-
art techniques in this research field. Finally, we provide clues to RQ4 by answering RQ1 and RQ2,
which are discussed in Section 8.

2.2 Collection Strategy

We have developed an archive of publications on automatic vulnerability detection for embedded
devices; these include more than 105 papers from January 2008 to December 2021. This work aims
to conduct a comprehensive survey of all ESF-related literature.

First, we searched for papers related to ESF from IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Library, USENIX,
Internet Society, Elsevier ScienceDirect Library, Springer Online Library, and Wiley InterScience.
Thus, we have gathered research papers from these sources using search words such as “embed-
ded/IoT fuzz,” “firmware fuzz,” “vulnerability embedded/IoT,” and “embedded/IoT security” in their
titles, keywords, and abstracts. Thereafter, we searched for keywords in online repositories. For ex-
ample, we started to search for papers from the well-known DBLP computer science bibliography.
In particular, DBLP [73] indexes more than 40,000 journals and 39,000 conferences, and contains
more than 4.4 million publications and 80,000 monographs.

Second, after we read the abstract of each paper, we excluded unrelated papers. When paper
selection could not be decided based on its abstract, we read the entire paper, with the selection
criteria as follows:

• Include only computer science area
• Include papers written in English
• Include accessible literature via the Internet
• Include more than six pages by reputable publishers

As a result, we reduced the number of candidate publications to 72 papers based on the scope
of our study. We refer to these collected papers as primary studies [67]. The four major online
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Fig. 1. Number of publications per year (last 10 years).

Table 1. Top Venues on Embedded System Fuzzing

Venue Papers

Network and Distributed System Security Symposium (NDSS) 10

USENIX Security Symposium (USEC) 9

ACM Conf. on Computer and Communications Security (CCS) 7

IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy (S&P) 5

IEEE ACCESS 5

Workshop on Offensive Technologies (WOOT) 3
Concurrency and Computation: Practice and Experience (CCPE) 2

International Conference on Testing Software and Systems (ICTSS) 2

sources are IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Library, USENIX, and Internet Society. Although our survey
may not cover all relevant papers, we are convinced that we collected enough papers to recognize
state-of-the-art works and predict the research trends of ESF.

2.3 Summary on Publications

Figure 1 depicts the number of ESF publications from January 2012 to December 2021 (i.e., last
10 years). The graph demonstrates that the number of research papers related to our topic increases
dramatically from around 2019. This curve shows an almost quadratic polynomial rise, which
implies thriving attention to the subject. If this trend continues, it is likely to be over 18 papers in
2022.

The 72 selected primary studies were published in 24 different venues. This indicates that the
coverage of treating ESF is comprehensive because IoT or embedded devices become more preva-
lent in our lives, and threats to them have become tremendous. These papers were presented to
various venues. The papers presented in conferences and symposiums were 75.4%, academic jour-
nals (20%), workshops (3.63%), and technical reports (1.87%), respectively. Table 1 shows a list of
top venues wherein at least two papers on ESF are presented.
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Fig. 2. Firmware architecture.

3 EMBEDDED SYSTEM FUZZING

In this section, we discuss ESF features in the literature to answer RQ1. We investigate papers
related to the embedded system and its firmware in Section 3.1, types of embedded devices in
Section 3.2, and comparison between traditional fuzzing and ESF in Section 3.3. In addition, we
present the taxonomy of fuzzers in Section 3.4.

3.1 Embedded System and Its Firmware

An embedded system is a microprocessor-based system developed to enable a few dedicated func-
tions as a part of a large electrical system [11, 72, 101]. It interacts with the physical environment
and communicates with other devices in the environment [52]. This system commonly consists
of a processor, memory, and peripherals. Software for operating an embedded system is stored
in read-only memory (ROM) or flash memory chips of embedded systems [53]. This software
stored in ROM or flash memory chips is referred to as firmware, which comprises the bootloader,
an operating system (OS), and a file system [119]. Firmware controls the hardware of an embed-
ded device and is typically a fuzzing target of embedded systems. Typically, hackers fuzz the entire
firmware, including OS and applications. In the case of monolithic firmware (i.e., type 3) devices,
hackers input fuzzed test cases into the interfaces such as booting parameters or peripheral I/O
channels. For instance, some fuzzing systems [54, 70, 86, 138] in Tables 4 and 5 read a full firmware
as an input. In cases of other (i.e., type 1 and type 2) devices, fuzzers identify firmware components
described in Figure 2 and I/O interfaces, then fuzz them separately. However, sometimes only ap-
plications can be fuzzed owing to target connectivity. We further discuss this in Section 5.2.

Firmware commonly consists of the kernel, a file system, and applications similar to that pre-
sented in Figure 2. The bootloader prepares the execution environment for the operating system
(i.e., the kernel). The kernel is the core of the operating system, which controls the entire system,
and applications use hardware of a computer via the kernel. The target of most embedded fuzzers
is applications because applications are open to the Internet, accessible by an attacker, and liable to
have vulnerabilities resulting from their diversity and immaturity. Still, a few fuzzers [49, 70, 115]
using full-system emulation can test embedded systems’ kernels. The two categories of applica-
tions as fuzzing targets are applications accessible from the network and those accessible through
emulation. The former category is a few applications, whereas the latter is a lot. Another classifi-
cation of fuzzing targets depends on the types of embedded devices, as described in Section 3.2.

3.2 Types of Embedded Devices

Embedded devices could be classified based on different criteria, such as performance, the
performance of micro-controllers, and operating system types [120], in Figure 3. Based on
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Fig. 3. Types of embedded devices [120].

their performance, embedded devices are classified into four categories: real time, stand-alone,
networked, and mobile embedded devices. And based on their performance of micro-controllers,
they are divided into small-scale, medium-scale, and sophisticated embedded devices. However,
since we are interested in embedded software testing, we follow the operating system types. In
terms of software testing, embedded devices can be classified into three categories according to
their OS. This classification is based on Muench et al. [87], and we believe that it is reasonable
as fuzzing (i.e., security testing) depends on the operating system. An operating system provides
both the execution environment for applications and a source of vulnerability caused by its
complexity.

3.2.1 Type 1 (T1): Embedded Devices with General-purpose OS. As general-purpose operating
systems have a large number of functionality, compatibility, and continuous support from develop-
ers, they have also been used for embedded devices. However, the minimal shapes of an operating
system are frequently used in embedded devices owing to performance limitations. For example,
a combination of busybox [129] or uClibc [5] (i.e., lightweight user environments) and the Linux
OS kernel has been widely used in the embedded world.

3.2.2 Type 2 (T2): Embedded Devices with Custom-built OS. The second class of embedded de-
vices has a custom-built OS, such as a real-time operating system (RTOS) [122]. The RTOS is
used for real-time applications that process data as it does not have buffer delay. These operating
systems are suitable for low-power-consuming devices. For example, VxWorks [133] or QNX [15]
is a representative RTOS and is widely used in embedded devices. Another example is uClinux (i.e.,
microcontroller Linux), which has no memory management unit (MMU).

3.2.3 Type 3 (T3): Embedded Devices with Monolithic Software. This embedded device class has
monolithic software that functions as a system and an application by compiling them. For example,
many small-scale devices, such as SmartCards, GPS receivers, or thermostats, have this form. These
devices typically do not have the hardware abstraction level, which hides the physical hardware
and supplies programming interfaces.
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Table 2. Comparison of Traditional Fuzzing and ESF

Traditional Fuzzing ESF

Hardware
dependency

Weak Strong

Crash
detection

Easy Difficult

Instrumentation Easy Difficult

Performance Good Limited

Scalability Good Bad

3.3 Comparison between Traditional Fuzzing and ESF

In this subsection, we compare traditional fuzzing and ESF. Although they have several differences,
we identified five significant differences.

3.3.1 Strong Hardware Dependency. Embedded devices have various microcontrollers (i.e.,
MCU) and OSs. Common MCU types are more than 10 types including ARM, MIPS (32/64bit),
Alpha, x86-64, IA-64, MSP430, PowerPC (32/64bit), SPARC-V8, and V9, and OSs are more than 5
including Linux, VxWorks, QNX, uClinux, and TinyOS [4], whereas a desktop system commonly
has x86-64 CPU and Linux OS. Desktop fuzzers typically work on the target system, but embedded
system fuzzers work on another system as the target system has low power and limited resources.
Therefore, most embedded system fuzzers use emulation or re-host firmware. Desktop fuzzers’ tar-
get programs are real-world datasets, such as Binutils [100], LAVA-M [35], or CGC datasets [114],
whereas embedded system fuzzers’ targets are executable programs in firmware.

MCU architectures have two main types: reduced instruction set computing (RISC) and
complex instruction set computing (CISC). Examples of RISC are ARM, MIPS, and PowerPC
architectures, whereas an example of CISC is x86-64 architecture [13]. The RISC architecture aims
to use simple instructions that are executed in one clock cycle. Conversely, the CISC architecture
focuses on using fewer assembly instructions by constructing affluent instruction sets on the target
hardware. For example, the CISC “ADD” instruction is divided into three separate instructions in
RISC: “LOAD,” “ADD,” and “STORE.” As the instructions are split up, the RISC architecture has the
advantages of pipelining and better hardware usage. Thus, many embedded systems use the RISC
architecture.

Although desktop fuzzing does not require to consider heterogeneous computer architectures,
an embedded system fuzzer must support multi-architectures. Owing to the limited resource en-
vironment, the RISC architecture is commonly used for embedded devices. According to Chen
et al. [20], 32-bit big/little-endian MIPS architecture makes up 79.4% of all the surveyed firmware
images, whereas 32-bit big/little-endian ARM makes up 10.0% of them. In addition, eight other
architectures exist, such as PowerPC, Motorola, and x86-64, in firmware images of an embedded
system. Consequently, an embedded system fuzzer must support at least MIPS and ARM architec-
tures as they constitute more than 90% of all firmware architectures.

Hundreds of fuzzers exist in the Linux platform, but they cannot be used directly on embed-
ded devices as mentioned above. For example, extracting firmware from a Linux-based embedded
device and fuzzing it with a popular fuzzer, such as AFL [139], might not function normally. There-
fore, several fuzzing techniques for embedded systems have been proposed. We describe them in
Section 4. In summary, traditional fuzzing has no hardware dependency, whereas ESF has strong
hardware dependency, as presented in Table 2.
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3.3.2 Crash Detection. As indicated in Algorithm 1, monitoring fuzzing results (i.e., crash detec-
tion) is a crucial ESF step. Crash detection is not easy in ESF, but it is comparatively easy in desktop
fuzzing. According to Muench et al. [87], T1, T2, and T3 crash detection rates are 70%, 40%, and
0%, respectively. Therefore, the crash detection ratio in embedded systems is only 37% to desktop
systems. This is because desktop systems are equipped with various detection mechanisms (e.g.,
error messages, security warnings, and system logs) on a crash or fault. A fuzzer in Linux detects
crashes when an executing program is terminated by a fatal signal such as a segmentation fault.
This is because a memory bug that overwrites the return address with an arbitrary value produces
a segmentation fault or abort when it is accessed. This detection method is simple and efficient as
only the fuzzer catches the signal without operating systems’ intervention.

However, as embedded operating systems do not provide a fault generation mechanism in most
cases, a fuzzer can rarely detect a fault or crash. Even worse, as embedded devices often do not have
an output device (e.g., a monitor), a user cannot notice crash detection. Thus, embedded fuzzers
use a liveness check using heartbeat messages, memory check tools (e.g., MemorySanitizer [116],
AddressSanitizer [109], or ThreadSanitizer [110]), or debugging ports (e.g., UART [94] or JTAG
[106]). UART is the abbreviation for universal asynchronous receiver transmitter, and JTAG is the
abbreviation for joint test action group. (1) The liveness check (or probing) checks the embedded de-
vices’ states periodically. There are two types of probing [87]. Active probing adds special packets
into the communication between a fuzzer and the device. This can affect the communication as the
program has to respond to the packets. Meanwhile, passive probing only scans the device’s states
without modifying them. This is conducted by probing the responses presented by the device to
the fuzzer or by identifying crash symbols. (2) Memory checking tools are accompanied by emula-
tion. They check a memory utilization status every time and detect a security violation. Although
these techniques are helpful for a desktop fuzzer, they are more beneficial for ESF. (3) The debug
ports are used by debugging the device, which indicates that an analyst using a debugger program
can have insight into the device. However, debug ports tend to be disabled nowadays.

3.3.3 Instrumentation. In software testing, instrumentation refers to the measure of a pro-
gram’s performance, to diagnose errors and to write trace information [57]. Instrumentation ap-
proaches have two types: source code instrumentation performed on the source code during static
analysis and binary instrumentation performed on the compiled binary files [48]. Instrumentation
is frequently used in desktop systems to gather code coverage information of the supplied inputs
or trace taint analysis of interesting variables through source code instrumentation or binary in-
strumentation [90].

However, typically, the source code of firmware or applications is not available from embedded
devices. Even worse, the program cannot be re-compiled as heterogeneous embedded devices have
their CPU architecture, operating system, and I/O devices. Consequently, an embedded device
tester has difficulty utilizing instrumentation. Rather than using source code instrumentation, the
other solution is using dynamic binary instrumentation tools, such as Pin [77] or Valgrind [89]. For
example, QSYM [137] uses coverage information when it tests program binary by leveraging the
instrumentation techniques of Pin. However, this is only possible for general-purpose OS-based
devices, except for embedded OS-specific devices or devices without an OS [87].

3.3.4 Performance and Scalability. Embedded systems have computational performance limita-
tions resulting from low power and limited resources. Several techniques have been developed
for current embedded systems to overcome performance limitations. First, embedded systems
have a functional upgrade [52]. Since vendors reduce the production cost, they change and up-
grade embedded systems by changing the software while keeping the hardware the same. This
functional upgrade often includes functionalities to overcome the computational performance
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Table 3. Example Function

void check ( unsigned i n t i n p u t ) {

i f ( i n p u t == 0 x d e a d b e e f )

a s s e r t ( ) ; / / t a r g e t

}

limitations. Second, an RTOS or real-time processing, which processes data and events within the
time constraints, eliminates computational performance limitations [51]. Third, removing data de-
pendency by the optimized compiler can improve computational performance. Data independency
makes parallelization possible and contributes to better computational performance. Finally, hav-
ing the program use registers, caches, and DMA instead of memory is better for computational
performance.

Typically, fuzzing requires re-executing the program under test (PUT) to maintain a clean
state for every test input. By reverting virtual machine snapshots, this technique is easy for desktop
systems. However, this is difficult for embedded devices that require a substantial amount of time
to reset the device. In addition, parallel fuzzing execution is possible in desktop systems. However,
parallelization is frequently impossible in embedded devices, such as embedded OS devices or
devices without an OS. Thus, repeated trials are impossible, or an embedded system takes a long
time to fuzz.

The ability to handle increased demands is referred to as scalability, and this is parallel execu-
tion in the fuzzing field. Parallel fuzzing is typically supported in desktop systems but impossible
in embedded devices owing to limited resources and economic reasons. As constructing an envi-
ronment for parallel fuzzing in embedded systems requires many actual devices, it costs a lot. For
example, AFL (i.e., a popular desktop fuzzer) supports parallel fuzzing through single-system par-
allelization or multi-system parallelization, which depends on the number of systems required. In
summary, ESF cannot expect scalability in state-of-the-art works.

3.4 Traditional Taxonomy of Fuzzers

Traditional fuzzing has three categories based on the amount of information they require about
the PUT during the test [74, 76, 82]. This information can include instrumentation, code coverage,
the number of total paths, path constraints, or anything to steer test case generation. This section
discusses these three categories, which can also be one of the taxonomy criteria for ESF.

3.4.1 Black-box Fuzzer. Black-box testing in software engineering only determines the pro-
gram’s interfaces, rather than the details of the PUT, such as data structure or algorithm [92].
Similarly, the black-box fuzzer randomly mutates the seed test cases based on predefined rules
without identifying the PUT’s inner information. This method has the advantages of simplicity
and ease of use, but it is not smart. For example, in Table 3, the probability of reaching assert()

function is 1/232 as it attempts a brute-force execution (i.e., bit-flip mutation). To render a fuzzer
smarter, white-box and gray-box fuzzers have been proposed.

3.4.2 White-box Fuzzer. White-box fuzzing is a technique for generating test cases based on
the PUT’s internal structure and information generated during execution [45]. Specifically, this
fuzzing method leverages program analysis techniques, such as dynamic symbolic execution

(DSE) [46], to generate a suitable test case. The DSE executes the program initially, generates path
constraints, and solves the constraints. For example, DSE executes initially the if statement in
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Fig. 4. Taxonomy of embedded system fuzzers.

Table 3, then it identifies that the constraint is “0xdeadbeef,” and finally it makes the “0xdeadbeef”
integer value to the input variable. Consequently, DSE can reach the assert() function within the
second execution; hence, it is more efficient than black-box fuzzing, which requires 232 executions.

The advantage of white-box fuzzing is that, in principle, every new test case will cover a new
execution path in the program. Thus, white-box fuzzing provides better code coverage and can
discover more software vulnerabilities than the black-box fuzzing approach. It is also able to expose
vulnerabilities that are located in the deep area of the code. However, white-box fuzzing has a
disadvantage; that is, it requires much time to solve the constraint or sometimes cannot solve the
constraints due to various problems such as path explosion [71] or massive resource consumption.
In addition, it requires a large amount of information, such as a source code or preliminary work
for the information.

3.4.3 Gray-box Fuzzer. The gray-box fuzzer is in the middle of black-box fuzzer and white-box
fuzzer, and it only requires partial information about the target program (i.e., PUT). This partial
information is commonly the code coverage produced through instrumentation or taint-flow infor-
mation through taint analysis. For example, the most popular gray-box fuzzer, AFL [139], collects
path coverage information at runtime and efficiently utilizes the coverage map to mutate test cases
(i.e., test inputs). Specifically, it provides weight to the test cases to find a new path, and the test
cases mutate. Thus, the gray-box fuzzer is sufficiently efficient as it does not require preliminary
analysis and gathers only partially related information. After AFL, more advanced gray-box fuzzers
[16, 17, 23, 102] have emerged continuously, indicating the effectiveness of the gray-box fuzzer.

4 TAXONOMY OF EMBEDDED SYSTEM FUZZERS

From Sections 4 to 7, RQ2 and RQ3 have been answered by analyzing and describing the details
of most embedded system fuzzers. Figure 4 depicts the taxonomy of embedded system fuzzers.
Tables 4 and 5 summarize the most embedded system fuzzers that we will be analyzing, and Table 6
discusses the details of the embedded system fuzzers.

4.1 Classification

Figure 4 illustrates a taxonomy of state-of-the-art embedded system fuzzers. Traditional taxonomy
is based on how much information a fuzzer requires or uses, but our first criterion is based on the
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Table 4. Summaries of Embedded System Fuzzers (Closed-source)

Name Year Target Interfaces Monitoring Platforms Emu.1 Key Techniques Tax.2

Koscher et al.
[69]

2010 T3
Programs

Network (LAN) Liveness check Windows N Mutation-based
network fuzzing

B

Mulliner et al.
[88]

2011 T2
Programs

GSM Network Liveness check,
Log message

Linux N Generation-based
network fuzzing

B

Prospect [61] 2014 T1, T2, T3
Programs

Firmware Fault (exception)
detection

Linux S QEMU,
Network fuzzing

B

Costin et al.
[28]

2014 T1, T2, T3
Programs

Firmware Static analysis
and Correlation

Linux N Static analysis,
Fuzzy hashing

N/A

Surrogates [70] 2015 T1, T2, T3
Firmware

Firmware &
JTAG Crash detection Linux S JTAG bridge,

QEMU, S2E
W

Firmalice [112] 2015 T1, T2
Programs

Firmware Backdoor
detection

Linux,
VxWorks

N Static analysis,
Symbolic execution

W

FirmUSB [54] 2017 T3
Firmware

Firmware Malicious activity Linux N Symbolic execution
(FIE, angr)

W

IoTFuzzer [22] 2018 T1, T2, T3
Server apps

Network (LAN) Liveness check
Android,

Linux
N Network fuzzing B

Zheng et al.
[146]

2019 T1
Programs

Firmware Crash detection Linux F Static and taint analysis,
Coverage-based fuzzing

G

EM-Fuzz [42] 2020 T1, T2
Programs

Firmware Memory checking Linux F Coverage-based fuzzing G

Fw-fuzz [43] 2020 T1, T2, T3
Server apps

Network (LAN) Crash detection,
Liveness check

Linux N Coverage-based fuzzing,
Network fuzzing

G

FIRM-COV [64] 2021 T1, T2
Programs

Firmware Crash detection Linux O Coverage-based fuzzing G

Aafer et al. [1] 2021 T1
Programs

APIs
Crash detection,

Display and
sound corruption

Android N Static analysis,
Log-guided fuzzing

B

PASAN [66] 2021 T1, T2, T3
Platforms

Firmware Concurrency bug
detection

Linux N
MMIO address
identification,

Concurrency analysis
W

1Emulation granularity (F: Full system emulation, N: No emulation, O: Optimized emulation, S: System-mode

emulation).
2Taxonomy (B: Black-box fuzzing, G: Gray-box fuzzing, W: White-box fuzzing, N/A: Not available).

connectivity between the fuzzer and a target embedded system. We found out the connection types
were very different and important when we tested the embedded systems. In other words, as the
embedded system is hard to operate, emulate, and analyze, we select the connectivity as the first
classification criterion. As a result, the first types of our taxonomy are direct fuzzing, emulation-
based fuzzing, and firmware analysis. We set the second criterion according to the first type. And
then we applied traditional taxonomy (i.e., the dependency on program information) as the third
criterion. The classification’s first criterion is the connectivity type each method adopts to fuzz a
target device. We identify three types of connectivity: direct connection and fuzzing, emulation-
based fuzzing, and firmware analysis. We discuss details in the following.

4.1.1 Direct Fuzzing. This approach directly connects the target device and tests the system
firmware without intervention. This category has two types of fuzzing. (1) Fuzzing via a network
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Table 5. Summaries of Embedded System Fuzzers (Open-source)

Name Year Target Interfaces Monitoring Platforms Emu.1 Key techniques Tax.2

FIE [32] 2013 T2, T3
Programs

Firmware Memory bug
detection

Linux N KLEE W

Avatar [138] 2014 T1, T2, T3
Firmware

Firmware &
UART, JTAG

Vulnerability and
Backdoor detection

Linux P S2E [26], QEMU [10],
KLEE [19]

W

Firmadyne [20] 2016 T1, T2
Programs

Firmware Exploit testing Linux F Scanning B

Muench et al.
[87]

2018 T1, T2, T3
Server apps

Firmware &
UART, JTAG

Crash detection,
Liveness check

Linux
N, F,

P
Avatar, PANDA [34],

boofuzz
B

Avatar2 [86] 2018 T1, T2, T3
Firmware

Firmware &
JTAG

Dynamic
instrument,

Fault detection
Linux P PANDA, QEMU,

angr [111]
W

Firm-AFL [145] 2019 T1, T2
Programs

Firmware Crash detection Linux Au Coverage-based
fuzzing

G

FirmFuzz [115] 2019 T1, T2, T3
Web apps

Network (LAN) Emulation logs Linux F Generation-based
network fuzzing

G

Firmcorn [49] 2020 T1, T2
Programs

Firmware
Memory

corruption
detection

Linux F Static analysis,
API fuzzing

W

KARONTE
[104]

2020 T1, T2
Programs

Firmware Static analysis
and Interactions

Linux N Static analysis,
Taint analysis

W

P2IM [38] 2020 T1, T2, T3
Programs

Firmware Crash detection Linux Ap AFL, TriforceAFL G

HALucinator
[27]

2020 T1, T2
Programs

Firmware Crash detection,
Memory checking

Linux F AFL, angr,
Avatar2

G

FirmAE [65] 2020 T1, T2
Programs

Firmware
Liveness check,

Web service
availability

Linux Ar Scanning,
Web fuzzing

B

PGFUZZ [63] 2021 T3
Programs

Programs Policy violation Linux Sim Policy-guided
fuzzing

W

DIANE [103] 2021 T1, T2, T3
Server apps

Network (LAN) Response
monitoring

Android,
Linux

N Network fuzzing B

Jetset [59] 2021 T1, T2, T3
Programs

Firmware Crash detection Linux F
AFL, angr,

Guided symbolic
execution

G

μEmu [147] 2021 T1, T2, T3
Programs

Firmware Crash detection Linux F AFL, S2E,
KLEE

G

SNIPUZZ [39] 2021 T1, T2, T3
Server apps

Network (LAN) Response
monitoring

Windows N Network fuzzing B

FIRMWIRE [55] 2022 T1, T2, T3
Firmware

Firmware Crash detection Linux F Avatar2, AFL++,
PANDA [34]

G

1Emulation granularity (Ap: Approximate emulation, Ar: Arbitrated emulation, Au: Augmented emulation, F: Full

system emulation, N: No emulation, P: Partial emulation, Sim: Simulation).
2Taxonomy (B: Black-box fuzzing, G: Gray-box fuzzing, W: White-box fuzzing).

[22, 29] can test only network applications, which is simple, but black-box fuzzing is only possible.
(2) The other fuzzing via debugging interfaces, such as the UART [12, 83] or JTAG [106], can
test the operating system and applications. Therefore, the second approach is more beneficial.
However, it requires intensive labor (i.e., making debug environments) and is not always possible
owing to removing the debugging interfaces. UART is a hardware equipment for asynchronous
communication between a computer and a peripheral device. Meanwhile, JTAG is a method used
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Table 6. Important Fuzzing Steps of Embedded Fuzzers

Name
Firmware

Acquisition

Firmware

Emulation
Fuzzing

Target

Monitoring

Exception

Analysis

Koscher et al. [69] / ✕ / � ©
Mulliner et al. [88] / ✕ / �, / ©

FIE [32] © ✕ © © ©
Avatar [138] �, / � © © ✕

Prospect [61] � © � © ©
Costin et al. [28] © ✕ / ✕ ©
Surrogates [70] � ✕ © © ✕

Firmalice [112] © ✕ © ✕ ©
Firmadyne [20] © © / / ©
FirmUSB [54] � ✕ © ✕ /

IoTFuzzer [22] / ✕ / � ©
Muench et al. [87] �, / ©, � / ©, � ✕

Avatar2 [86] �, / � © © ✕

Firm-AFL [145] © / � / ©
Zheng et al. [146] © © � / ©

FirmFuzz [115] © © � / ©
Firmcorn [49] © © © © ©

KARONTE [104] © ✕ © ✕ ©
P2IM [38] © / � © ©

HALucinator [27] � © � © ©
EM-Fuzz [42] � © � © ©
Fw-fuzz [43] / ✕ � ©, � ©
FirmAE [65] © / � � ©
PGFuzz [63] © ✕ © � ©
DIANE [103] / ✕ / � ©

FIRM-COV [64] © / � / ©
Aafer et al. [1] / ✕ / © ©
PASAN [66] © ✕ © ✕ ©
Jetset [59] © © � © ©

μEmu [147] © © � © ©
SNIPUZZ [39] / ✕ / � ©

FIRMWIRE [55] © © � © ©

The meaning of the symbols in table is as follows:

(1) Firmware acquisition

©: Gathering from websites �: Firmware extraction

/: Direct connection

(2) Firmware emulation

©: Full system emulation �: Partial emulation or Hybrid emulation

/: Optimized or Customized emulation ✕: No emulation

(3) Fuzzing

©: White-box fuzzing �: Gray-box fuzzing

/: Black-box fuzzing

(4) Target monitoring

©: Crash detection �: Network checking

/: Log analysis ✕: Static analysis

�: Policy violation

(5) Exception analysis

©: Unknown vulnerability found /: Backdoor found

✕: Not mentioned
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for verifying the designs of circuit boards and test circuit boards after manufacturing. In addition,
JTAG equipped with in-circuit emulators [25, 62, 84] can be used to diagnose and debug the system.

4.1.2 Emulation-based Fuzzing. Another approach uses emulation with firmware extracted
from embedded devices through a UART or JTAG or downloaded from firmware update websites.
Chen et al. [20] emulated 9,486 firmware, and Zheng et al. [145] covered 8,556 firmware. They
used QEMU [10], which boots up the file system from firmware and runs a corresponding kernel
on the file system. This emulation is a system-mode emulation, which executes some applications
inside an operating system on an emulated hardware. However, every piece of hardware cannot
be emulated owing to some restrictions on supported kernels and supported CPUs. Thus, partial
emulation [60, 61, 70, 138] forwards peripheral API requests to the real device. This method has
the same effect as system-mode emulation without full support, but intensive work is required to
prepare the actual device and forwarding mechanism. User-mode emulation [145] migrates only
user-level programs to the host OS by using a shared memory state (i.e., RAM file) with system-
mode emulation. This migration is only possible when the kernel is the same in the system-mode
emulator and user-mode emulator. The user-mode emulator has the advantage of having high
throughput.

4.1.3 Firmware Analysis. The third approach is firmware analysis, which is useful when dy-
namic analysis that requires firmware execution or emulation is difficult in some embedded sys-
tems. For example, Firmalice [112] has three main components: a static program analysis module,
a symbolic execution, and an authentication bypass check module. The static program analysis
module develops a program dependence graph of the firmware and creates an execution path slice
from the start point to the target point. The symbolic execution engine finds execution paths that
arrive at the target point and constraint-satisfied inputs. The authentication bypass check mod-
ule confirms whether the input results in an authentication bypass vulnerability. Another exam-
ple, KARONTE [104], also analyzes multi-binary interactions (i.e., static analysis) and uses taint
information (i.e., flow information). This approach commonly requires comprehensive program
information; thus, white-box fuzzing is only possible.

4.2 Summary of Popular Fuzzers

We summarize the popular embedded system fuzzers in Tables 4 and 5. This includes the name,
open year, fuzzing target, interfaces, monitoring or detection method, working platforms, emula-
tion granularity, and availability. T1, T2, and T3 in fuzzing targets are three types of embedded
devices described in Section 3.2. T1 is an embedded device with a general-purpose OS, T2 is an
embedded device with a custom-built OS, and T3 is a monolithic software embedded device. Most
embedded fuzzers target T1 and T2 devices as T3 firmware is difficult to obtain and emulate. T3
firmware is difficult to obtain as it is company property or has a customized firmware file for-
mat. The most common firmware file format is .bin, but customized firmware file formats are
.npk (Mikrotik company), .chk (Netgear), .fw (Cambrionix company), and so on. Also, it is dif-
ficult to emulate as it has custom-made peripherals such as UART, Real-Time Clock (RTC),
General-Purpose Input/Output (GPIO), Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC), Digital-to-

Analog Converter (DAC), and Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C). The target column has one of
firmware, programs, and server applications: firmware indicates the firmware itself (i.e., the fuzzer
tests the entire firmware), programs implies that the fuzzer can test all program files, and server

apps indicates that the fuzzer targets server applications. The interfaces column describes the inter-
faces between a target device and a fuzzing system. The monitoring column shows how to detect
or monitor the crash or abnormal behavior of the target device. The emulation granularity column
is described in Section 5.3.
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ALGORITHM 1: Fuzzing of embedded systems

Input: T,S � target, seed
Output: B � a set of bugs

1: if (IsDirect()==True) then

2: Interfaces = IndentifyInterfaces(T)
3: else

4: Firmware = AcquireFirmware(T)
5: FS,kernel = Extract(Firmware)
6: Interfaces = EmulateFirmware(FS,kernel)
7: end if

8: Inputs = InputGen(S)
9: while !abort-signal do

10: Results = SendInputs(Interfaces, Inputs)
11: Exception = TargetMonitoring(Results)
12: fuzzinfos = AnalyzeException(Exception, Inputs)
13: if (Exception==Bug) then

14: Report(B)
15: else

16: Inputs = Schedule(Inputs, fuzzinfos)
17: end if

18: end while

5 FUZZING STEPS IN DETAILS

Algorithm 1 depicts the algorithm of ESF. ESF requires additional preprocessing steps, such as
acquiring firmware or identifying interfaces. It then applies traditional fuzzing steps, such as input
generation, sending inputs, and target monitoring. Table 6 presents the fuzzing steps of popular
embedded system fuzzers. We provide their details in the following subsections.

5.1 Firmware Acquisition

Although some works [20, 28, 49, 145] gathered many firmware images via a web crawler, all
firmware images are difficult to collect as they are companies’ property. Sometimes, firmware im-
ages can be extracted via UART or JTAG, but device vendors tend to disable debug ports nowadays.
Another method, dumping flash memory of embedded devices, is sometimes possible. However, it
requires desoldering the flash memory and hence becomes more difficult. This firmware acquisi-
tion is critical to emulation-based fuzzing as subsequent works can no longer proceed. In summary,
firmware acquisition is an indispensable step in emulation-based fuzzing.

To overcome this limitation, several direct fuzzing techniques [27, 86, 138] have been investi-
gated. IoTFuzzer [22] is targeted at network protocols for IoT devices. In the case of network-based
fuzzing, fuzzing targets are mainly network applications visible from the network. This narrow
view is a limitation of the network-based fuzzer, whereas fuzzing through firmware emulation
can test any firmware applications. In addition, debug ports, such as UART or JTAG, can be used
to connect a fuzzing system to the target device. For example, [12, 83] used the UART connection
for a fuzzer, and Avatar2 [86] used a debug interface when it orchestrated an emulator with the
actual device.

5.2 Interfaces

In this subsection, we explain the fuzzing interfaces to the devices. As presented in Table 4, the
fuzzing interfaces of embedded devices are firmware, network, UART, and JTAG. As the fuzzing
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strategy varies according to the fuzzing interface, several target connection methods and their
advantages should be described.

5.2.1 Firmware. Many embedded system fuzzers have used firmware extracted from actual de-
vices [124] or acquired from the Internet as a fuzzing target. After acquiring firmware, it is used as
an input to emulation [20, 86, 145] or further analysis [112]. When the firmware is used as an input
to emulation, it can be run and analyzed dynamically in the execution environment. Emulation-
based fuzzing [27, 42, 49, 87, 115, 145] benefits from testing much firmware in a short time without
difficulties in preparing real devices or creating experimental environments.

Muench et al. [87] explained the effectiveness and efficiency of emulation-based fuzzing for em-
bedded devices. Specifically, through comprehensive experiments, they proved that fuzzing via a
fully emulated system is faster and more accurate than that via a physical system. They reported
four advantages. First, emulation-based approaches can easily add fault detection, such as heuristic
methods. This advantage is beneficial to the embedded fuzzing environment with a crash detec-
tion difficulty. Second, as an emulator typically has a higher clock speed than a physical device,
emulation-based fuzzing exhibits high throughput. Third, an emulation-based approach has time
efficiency as rebooting the physical device is time consuming compared to restarting emulation.
Finally, emulation has the advantage of clearing the target system easily as it uses a snapshot
and reverts the target to an initial state. Firmware and its emulation are closely related. Thus, we
describe popular emulators and their advantages in Section 5.3.

5.2.2 Network. Despite that emulation is the correct option, it requires intensive work, such as
firmware acquisition, firmware unpacking, and executable analysis. Moreover, emulation is not al-
ways possible, especially when at least one of the works is unsolvable. Another solution is fuzzing
embedded devices via a network, commonly referred to as network fuzzer [43]. Network fuzzing
is commonly a black-box fuzzing, and it does not analyze the program source code or binary code,
but only captures network packets. For instance, Prospect [61] randomizes only 1 byte at a random
position per captured packet and replays the communication. When the fuzzer detects an excep-
tion, it stores the network packets for further analysis. Meanwhile, IoTFuzzer [22] analyzed the
protocol used in the communication between IoT applications and physical devices and performed
protocol-guided fuzzing. IoTFuzzer performs a continuous liveness check to detect a fault. How-
ever, this type of fuzzing has three limitations: (1) target applications should be accessible from the
network, (2) it is often slow, and (3) firmware crashes or faults are difficult to detect due to silent
memory corruptions [87].

5.2.3 UART. UART [131] is an interface for asynchronous serial communication, one of the
most common protocols found in embedded devices. Hence, it has been used as a fuzzing bridge.
For example, beSTORM [12] is an automated dynamic testing tool (i.e., fuzzer) to verify the security
of any software or product that uses high-speed UART. Although this tool is a black-box fuzzer, it
typically produces satisfactory results as it includes many protocol standards, such as UART, and
supports auditing the specific protocol, thereby performing smart fuzzing. Other researchers [83]
used an Arduino [6] to fuzz the debug pins on an embedded device and then used the Arduino
as a USB-to-serial converter to communicate to the device and obtain a shell. Further, UART is
commonly used as a fuzzing bridge and is often used as a connecting medium to facilitate emula-
tion. In [87, 138], UART was used as a communication channel to transmit the memory state. In
addition, as UART supports serial communication, it can be used as a data channel, such as sending
interrupts or data.

5.2.4 JTAG. The JTAG is a standard interface to verify the design and test pins of printed circuit
boards [130]. As the JTAG is designed to access the hardware resources of the target device, to our
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knowledge, JTAG fuzzing does not exist. However, the JTAG can be used as a connecting medium
to facilitate emulation similar to the UART. In several research studies [70, 86, 87, 138], there is
forwarding peripheral input and output to the actual device through a JTAG debugger with an
in-memory stub. Additionally, JTAG interfaces support accessing the CPU state, registers, and
memory when communication is required between emulation and the physical device. In summary,
the JTAG is commonly used for connecting an emulator and a real device, rather than a fuzzing
target interface.

5.3 Firmware Emulation

5.3.1 Emulation Granularity. Emulation has several types. In system-mode emulation,
firmware images are emulated similar to a virtual machine, and all peripherals should be sup-
ported. This emulation is a basic emulation provided by QEMU [10]. However, it is heavyweight
and slower than user-mode emulation. User-mode emulation executes processes compiled for one
central processing unit (CPU) on another CPU to provide convenience and efficiency. Hence, it
supports system call translation, signal handling, and threading. System call translation indicates
that the system calls of a PUT can be converted to those of the host. Further, user-mode emula-
tion can redirect all signals in the PUT to the host’s signal handler. It can also emulate the clone

system call and create a real host thread for each emulated thread. In summary, system-mode em-
ulation emulates firmware as an entire system, whereas user-mode emulation emulates a process
on another CPU for convenience.

However, system-mode emulation requires manual work, such as file system extraction, cus-
tomized kernel configuration, and running system-mode QEMU. Thus, the Firmadyne [20] au-
thors conducted full-system emulation by adding automatic works to system-mode emulation.
The added automatic works are extracting the file system from the firmware, configuring the cus-
tomized kernel, developing virtual network interfaces, and running system-mode QEMU. Mean-
while, some works [86, 138] used partial emulation as the emulations mentioned above are not
perfect and accurate. Partial emulation, also referred to as hybrid emulation, combines an emula-
tion environment and an actual device, and it forwards all items that emulation cannot handle to
actual devices. Consequently, partial emulation has the advantages of accuracy and scalability, but
it has a disadvantage of requiring an actual device.

Another hybrid emulation is the augmented process emulation used by Firm-AFL [145].
Augmented process emulation combines system-mode emulation with user-mode emulation to
enhance fuzzing throughput. Thus, they implemented memory mapping, a RAM file that is a
memory-mapped file shared between system-mode and user-mode emulator, and system call redi-
rection. Consequently, Firm-AFL showed high-throughput fuzzing results and found two unknown
vulnerabilities. Similarly, the authors of P2IM [38] introduced an approximate emulation that feeds
acceptable inputs to the firmware. Specifically, the emulator provides firmware with suitable in-
puts from the emulated peripherals when requested. These inputs do not need to be the same as the
output from a real peripheral, but they should satisfy the firmware’s checking function to execute
firmware successfully. In addition, P2IM automatically generates approximate emulators for IoT
devices equipped with various peripherals. This emulator renders it possible to roughly execute
firmware, which is sufficient for fuzzing and analyzing firmware’s control or data flows. However,
approximate emulation cannot ensure functional accuracy. Hence, it cannot be used for a program
that requires high accuracy.

5.3.2 Popular Emulators. Emulation-based fuzzers must have an emulator. Considering the ad-
ditional costs of creating an emulator from scratch, developers often utilize an existing emulator.
Although QEMU [10] is the most popular emulator, few other emulators are available. Table 7
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Table 7. Comparison of Emulators

QEMU Unicorn Simics

Emulation CPU & devices CPU CPU & devices

Complexity Heavy Light Heavy

Flexibility Less flexible Flexible Less flexible

Security No Yes Yes

Availability Open source Open source Closed source

compares the popular emulators QEMU, Unicorn [91], and Simics [79]. QEMU and Simics emulate
a full system, including the CPU and peripherals, so they are heavy. Meanwhile, Unicorn emulates
only the CPU, so it is lightweight. As Unicorn emulates the CPU without the execution environ-
ment, it is flexible. However, it requires other implementations when more accurate emulation is
necessary. Although QEMU has many related vulnerabilities, Unicorn and Simics have no vulner-
ability to date.

QEMU (i.e., Quick Emulator) is a generic and open-source emulator with unique features to
emulate the processor and peripheral devices, to support multi-architectures and multi-platforms,
and to be maintained eagerly. It translates several basic blocks simultaneously, provides a set of
virtual hardware and devices, and runs various operating systems. QEMU can also emulate user-
level processes, which execute processes compiled for one CPU on another CPU. Since QEMU
[10] was invented, many fuzzing researchers have used QEMU as an emulation engine. Despite
the insufficient functionalities of QEMU, several researchers combined it with other features, such
as actual hardware support [70, 138] or augmented process emulation [145]. Authors of Firmadyne
[20] added four features to address the limitations of current emulation. First, they modified QEMU
to support NVRAM-related functions as the original QEMU did not provide such support. Second,
QEMU booted up the extracted filesystem with their pre-compiled kernels as it could not support
every kernel extracted from all firmware. With these pre-compiled kernels for ARM little-endian,
MIPS little-endian, and MIPS big-endian platforms, they can cover 90.8% of their dataset. Third,
their QEMU had a learning mode, in which their modified kernels recorded all system interactions.
Finally, Firmadyne launched the extracted firmware image and performed network connectivity
checks.

Unicorn Engine [80, 91] is a lightweight multi-architecture CPU emulator framework. It is de-
rived from QEMU, but it has several advantages over QEMU, as presented in Table 7. First, Unicorn
is a framework wherein anyone can develop tools on it. Second, it emulates only the CPU, so it is
lightweight and flexible. It can emulate raw binary code without an execution environment, but
QEMU requires an entire system image or an executable binary. Third, QEMU cannot present dy-
namic instrumentation, whereas Unicorn supports customized handlers for several types of CPU
events. This support renders it possible for an expert to create an instrumentation tool for emu-
lation. Finally, QEMU has had many vulnerabilities, according to the CVE website [30], and all of
them are from subsystems such as peripherals and input/output devices. However, Unicorn does
not have any revealed vulnerabilities to now. Therefore, it is more secure than QEMU.

Simics [79, 132] is a commercial full system simulator that simulates complex digital systems’
hardware and software. As Simics provides instruction-level fidelity and hardware models [135],
it can support more than 10 processors, including ARM, MIPS (32/64bit), Alpha, x86-64, IA-64,
MSP430, PowerPC (32/64bit), SPARC-V8, and V9. It also supports common operating systems (i.e.,
Windows, Linux, Solaris, and so on) as well as real-time operating systems (i.e., VxWorks and
QNX). As Simics is a fast enough commercial simulator with sufficient fidelity and accuracy [105],
it has been widely used in various industries. On the other hand, QEMU is an open-source machine
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Table 8. Comparison of Network Fuzzers for Embedded Systems

Prospect FirmFuzz IoTFuzzer

Preprocessing No Static analysis Dynamic analysis

Taxonomy Black-box Gray-box Black-box

Performance High Medium Low

Output Not good Good Good

emulator and is widely used in academia. Most emulation-based fuzzers in Table 4 use QEMU for
their emulation platform.

In addition to the emulators mentioned above, other emulators exist, such as libemu [33], PyEmu
[99], libCPU [44], IDA-x86emu [58], and Ghidra [95]. However, these emulators have limitations:
for example, libemu only emulates x86 and is used to detect a shellcode. PyEmu is also an x86
emulator in Python, and IDA-x86emu is the x86 emulator plugin for IDA Pro [107]. These three
are not multi-architecture emulators, but only x86 emulators. libCPU is an open-source library that
emulates several CPU architectures, but it is incomplete and has not been updated for a long time.
Ghidra is an open-source reverse engineering tool released by the National Security Agency

(NSA). It includes a suite of software analysis tools on various platforms, including Windows, Mac
OS, and Linux, and supports a wide variety of processor instruction sets and executable formats.
However, as the time that the Ghidra project was released is not long, only a few embedded system
fuzzers [65] use the Ghidra emulator to date. In summary, other emulators, except the four (i.e.,
QEMU, Unicorn, Simics, and Ghidra), are difficult to use and are no longer maintained.

5.4 Fuzzing

Many publications and surveys [74, 76, 82] on traditional fuzzing have intensively described
fuzzing algorithms and techniques. Meanwhile, most ESF publications have briefly described them
as setting up a fuzzing environment, such as firmware acquisition or emulation, is more important.
Therefore, we briefly discuss fuzzing techniques in this section, based on the fuzzing features de-
scribed in ESF articles.

The first type of ESF is network fuzzing. As depicted in Table 4, Prospect, FirmFuzz, and IoT-
Fuzzer include network fuzzers. Prospect [61] uses black-box fuzzing, which sets up a proxy to
connect an emulation environment to an actual embedded system. The proxy captures network
packets, and the inside fuzzer generates random traffic. Specifically, it takes packets from the cap-
tured network traffic, randomizes 1 byte at an arbitrary position, and replays the communication
without a skip. This is a typical black-box fuzzing operation, but it is not smart. Accordingly, a
smart fuzzer, FirmFuzz [115], was proposed. FirmFuzz adapts a generation-based gray-box fuzzer.
It conducts static analysis and uses a command-line browser free from creating standard HTTP
packets, which easily creates a generation-based fuzzer. IoTFuzzer [22] conducted a dynamic analy-
sis to recognize the message of the IoT application and mutated the message to formulate test cases
for the target device. This mutation is both a simple method without complex protocol analysis
and a useful technique as it does not require consideration of encryption.

Table 8 presents a comparison of network fuzzers for embedded systems. Prospect uses simple
black-box fuzzing and does not need preprocessing, so it is fast, but the result is unsatisfactory.
Meanwhile, FirmFuzz leverages static analysis for smart fuzzing to obtain satisfactory results. Fi-
nally, IoTFuzzer requires dynamic IoT application analysis; thus, it is relatively slow, but it exhibits
promising results. In summary, every network fuzzer has pros and cons depending on its policy
and purpose.
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The second type of embedded fuzzing is symbolic execution [9]. Symbolic execution regards a
variable as a symbol. When it meets a path constraint, the symbol can be any value that satisfies
the constraint. Consequently, theoretically, symbolic execution explores all paths in a program. For
example, FIE [32] uses the KLEE [19] symbolic execution engine to present an extensible inspection
of firmware programs. However, symbolic execution has the disadvantage of state explosion, which
produces numerous program paths that it should explore. FIE addresses this problem through state
pruning and memory smudging [32]. Several solutions for the state explosion problem have been
proposed to date, but they are beyond the scope of this article.

Hybrid fuzzing combines fuzzing and concolic (or symbolic) execution to achieve broader and
deeper program testing coverage [56, 81, 97, 117, 137, 144]. Thus far, no hybrid fuzzer is available
in the ESF domain. However, several hybrid fuzzers in traditional fuzzing have shown promising
results. For instance, QSYM [137] implemented a fast concolic execution engine that leveraged the
native execution with symbolic emulation to overcome the bottlenecks of the concolic executors.
As hybrid fuzzers suffer from finding vulnerabilities in real-world applications, QSYM proposed
such a solution. Driller [117], another example, augmented fuzzing with selective concolic execu-
tion to find deeper bugs. It used fuzzing as an exerciser executing blocks of an application and
concolic execution as an input generator that satisfies the path constraints. Consequently, Driller
avoided path explosion and found the vulnerabilities successfully.

As coverage-based gray-box fuzzers [17, 139] have shown exemplary performance in traditional
fuzzing, they can be adapted to ESF. The coverage-based fuzzer measures the code coverage by
calculating the proportion of executed basic blocks and total basic blocks of the program, and then
it uses this information to identify unvisited program blocks (i.e., widen the code coverage). The
coverage-based fuzzer aims to test every path branch of the program (i.e., PUT). A typical example
of these fuzzers is the Firm-AFL [145]. This fuzzer presents high throughput as its augmented
process emulation renders it possible to test a target program in user-mode emulation quickly.
However, as better coverage-based fuzzers exist in the traditional fuzzing area, we expect better
coverage-based embedded fuzzers be proposed in the future.

While the feature of coverage-based fuzzers is to expand the code coverage, directed fuzzers
[16, 21, 41, 126] spend most of their execution time on arriving at specific target points (e.g., bug-
suspicious area). For example, FirmCorn [49] conducts directed fuzzing using a vulnerable code
search algorithm. Owing to the effectiveness of the vulnerable code search algorithm, FirmCorn
could achieve a very efficient time to crash. Directed fuzzing in traditional fuzzing research has
two types: directed gray-box fuzzing and directed white-box fuzzing.

The authors of AFLGo [16] introduced directed gray-box fuzzing, which generates inputs guid-
ing the fuzzer to the target points. They proposed a new power scheduler that assigns more power
to test inputs that lead to the target points. In another example, Hawkeye [21] conducted a static
analysis to gather information on the program and target locations and then executed the program
along with the information. This strategy renders the Hawkeye fulfill fuzzing toward the target
and shows better results.

BuzzFuzz [41] leveraged dynamic taint tracing to fuzz an instrumented program and then ran
the program on the generated inputs to determine whether the inputs contained any bugs. This
method enabled random fuzzing to explore a deep program code while preserving the semantic
form of the input. This method is useful when a user identifies the program attack points, but
it cannot detect unexpected bugs and takes a long time to test many points. In another example,
TaintScope [126] used dynamic taint analysis and symbolic execution to bypass checksum mecha-
nisms that block program execution from reaching the deep program code section. The execution
monitor in TaintScope identified which input bytes control the arguments and which input bytes
are related to the checksum. Then, it generated a bypass input. This method is helpful when a
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program has checksum mechanisms, but this requires preprocessing overhead (i.e., dynamic taint
tracing). Moreover, white-box fuzzing has a disadvantage in that it takes a long time to explore all
possible paths.

5.5 Target Monitoring

As described in Section 3.3, crashes in the embedded system are difficult to detect. Therefore,
several response-monitoring methods have been proposed. First, network heartbeat checking is
widely used for network-based fuzzers to detect some embedded systems’ hang or no effect. Sec-
ond, crash detection methods in traditional fuzzing can be used in ESF, which are signal handlers
or memory sanitizers [109, 116] in an emulator. For example, signals such as signal 11 (segmen-
tation violation) or signal 10 (SIGUSR) are issued when a fuzzer finds crashes. The monitoring
module in a fuzzer catches and handles this signal. Third, some embedded devices reboot when
they encounter memory corruption. This phenomenon commonly occurs in Type 3 devices, but
the fuzzer does not handle it automatically.

Table 4 shows how related pieces of research monitor the crash. First, network-based fuzzers,
such as IoTFuzzer [22], check the liveness of a target device. It guesses program liveness by sending
an arbitrary live check message. Muench et al. [87] also used a liveness check. Notably, they ana-
lyzed a target device’s response behaviors thoroughly and classified the responses into six types:
observable crash, reboot, hang, late crash, malfunctioning, and no effect. FirmFuzz [115] detects
vulnerabilities by monitoring the logs generated by emulating firmware. This technique is advan-
tageous when it emulates the target firmware. Further, it can detect other vulnerabilities such as
command injection [118], null pointer dereference [37], and cross-site scripting [127] as these vul-
nerabilities can be detected by execution logs. Another detection method of memory corruption
is conducted by a signal handler [61, 145]. They monitored the program execution in an emulator
and detected signals such as segmentation fault. This method has been used widely in traditional
fuzzing and is better used with AddressSanitizer (ASAN) [109]. ASAN can also help detect a
memory error by using compiler instrumentation and runtime libraries.

5.6 Exception Analysis

After a fuzzer detects crashes or bugs of the PUT, it then confirms whether the discovered bugs
are vulnerable. This step is performed manually by an analyst or automatically by program tools
included in the fuzzer [121]. If a fuzzer finds a lot of crashes, a fuzzer or an analyst checks data
duplication. Thus, an analyst finds out unique vulnerabilities. Note that an analyst uses a GNU
debugger and a gdbserver when debugging embedded system applications [141]. This has the ad-
vantage of reducing the performance overhead by performing real debugging in a host system
remote from the target system. In addition, most fuzzers use the result of the exception analysis
as feedback to the next fuzz runs. For example, coverage-based fuzzers [145] use code coverage
information to select the next seed. Meanwhile, taint-based directed fuzzers [98, 126] use the dy-
namic taint result or distance information from the program entry point to the targets [16]. All
this information is included in fuzzinfos in Algorithm 1.

5.7 Seed Scheduling

After analyzing the exceptions, fuzzers generate seeds and select the next seed. Coverage-based
fuzzers generate new seeds to expand the code coverage, and directed fuzzers generate new seeds
to keep closer to the target points. For instance, Firm-AFL [145] uses lightweight instrumentation
to widen the branch coverage, and this instrumentation includes coarse branch-taken hit counts
in calculating the branch coverage [139]. Another fuzzer, FirmCorn [49], calculates vulnerability
feature ranking of the API functions in the static analysis stage, hooks the suspicious functions,
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and mutates the functions’ inputs in order to widen the code coverage. In particular, FirmCorn uses
heuristic-based mutations such as the bit-flip operation. Meanwhile, AFLGo [16] (i.e., a directed
gray-box fuzzer) instruments the distance between the chosen seed and the set of target points.
Then, it calculates the shortest path to the target points in the control flow graph (CFG) and
executes the program along the path with a triggering seed. This triggering seed guides the fuzzer
to a specific program point.

6 PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS

In this section, we discuss performance comparisons. Due to the variety of embedded systems,
operating environments, and execution results, it is impossible to compare every device with one
criterion. Instead, we should compare embedded fuzzers based on three groups according to our
taxonomy; direct fuzzing, emulation-based fuzzing, and firmware analysis. However, as there are
few fuzzers using firmware analysis, and their operating environments are very different, we dis-
cuss performance comparisons of two groups: direct fuzzing and emulation-based fuzzing.

We depict a performance comparison of network-based embedded fuzzers in Table 9, whose
data is derived from the SNIPUZZ [39] paper. BooFuzz [98] is the basic network fuzzer using the
protocol-based mutation, which requires manual input of protocol specification. This is inconve-
nient and shows bad experimental results in Table 9. Doona [134] is also a protocol-based fuzzer
that does not analyze network packets but uses a pre-defined protocol format. Boofuzz mutates
input messages starting from the protocol specification, but Doona uses a pre-defined overflow
string. Doona also shows bad results in Table 9. Network message syntax analysis (NEMESYS)

[68] leverages the internal message structure, which is the bitwise similarity of bytes in two consec-
utive bytes of the message. It generates fuzzed messages by the deterministic mutation within the
internal structure of messages. This tool requires several resources, such as a network traffic mon-
itor and a protocol analyzer, to show a good coverage result. IoTFuzzer [22] analyzes the protocol
used in the communication between IoT applications and physical devices and performs protocol-
guided fuzzing. This fuzzer shows good performance and results. SNIPUZZ [39] is a black-box
fuzzer based on IoT devices’ responses. It shows that the response message snippet reflects exe-
cuted code blocks of the firmware. Therefore, its mutation is determined by the response message
snippet, and it shows that the code coverage widens.

Table 10 shows a performance comparison of emulation-based embedded fuzzers. We performed
24 hours of fuzzing for eight network-related IoT devices and summarized the average values in
Table 10. We used a desktop environment with an Intel i5 processor with 32-GB RAM, and the
operating system was Ubuntu 16.04 LTS. The version of QEMU was 2.1.0, and the AFL version was
2.52b. Firm-AFL [145] proposes augmented process emulation, which combines full-system and
user-mode emulation. It shows basic performance; it detected 52 crashes and found 492 paths. We
implemented Firm-AFLFast by replacing AFL fuzzer [139] with AFLFast fuzzer [17]. Firm-AFLFast
shows better performance than Firm-AFL because it widens the code coverage by using the power
schedule that gravitates toward low-visited paths. We write the number of zero-day vulnerabilities
according to each corresponding paper, but there is no paper of Firm-AFLFast. Therefore, it is not
available in Table 10. FIRMCORN [49] uses optimized virtual execution and heuristic algorithms
so that it shows good code coverage and crash detection results. FIRM-COV [64] uses firmware
pre-analysis and optimized process emulation to offer better code coverage and crash detection.

7 TOOLS IN TERMS OF APPLICATION

In this section, we discuss the applicability of the embedded system fuzzers classified by their tar-
gets. Using this discussion, practitioners can determine how they use an embedded system fuzzer.
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Table 9. Performance Comparison of Network-based Embedded Fuzzers

Name

Number of

Crashes

(24 hours)

Number of

Vulnerabilities

Coverage

(24 hours)

Required

Resources
Features

NEMESYS [68] 0 0 51.35 ©, �, /, ✕
Deterministic

mutation

BooFuzz [98] 0 0 28.85 ©, � Protocol-based

mutation

Doona [134] 0 0 14.5 ©, � Protocol-based

brute force

IoTFuzzer [22] 2 2 26.75 ©, �, /
API hooking,

Mutation

SNIPUZZ [39] 13 5 59.4 ©, �, /
Determination,

Snippet mutation

The meaning of the symbols in table is as follows:

(1) Number of crashes (24 hours)

(2) Number of zero-day vulnerabilities

· These numbers are based on each corresponding paper.

(3) Coverage: Average number of response categories (24 hours)

(4) Required resources

©: IoT devices �: Fuzzing system

/: Network traffic monitor ✕: Protocol analyzer

(5) Features with overhead

· Deterministic mutation: It mutates input messages within the internal structure of messages.

· Protocol-based mutation: It mutates input messages based on communication protocol.

· Brute force: It uses brute-force exploit detector tool (BED).

· API hooking: It uses function hooking of mobile applications.

· Determination: It mutates input messages based on snippets determined by responses.

· Snippet mutation: It mutates message snippets rather than a single byte in a message.

They can develop a fuzzer for a framework, firmware, file system programs, and server applica-
tions. We classify embedded system fuzzers into four types by the target software level.

7.1 Fuzzing Framework

Over the past decade, although many embedded system fuzzers have been proposed, most of them
are tightly coupled with their analysis system and are difficult to integrate with other systems
[86]. This coupling renders it difficult for analysts to develop various tools to create a more potent
fuzzing tool. Thus, proving a useful fuzzing framework in embedded systems is important as var-
ious embedded systems exist. To this end, Avatar [138] and Avatar2 [86] proposed a multi-target
orchestration framework that combines dynamic analysis systems such as emulators or debug-
gers with real devices. This framework is beneficial when an analyst makes a debugging or testing
system for an embedded system. However, it is not fully automated and requires some work that
connects the real device to the framework.

7.2 Fuzzers for Firmware

Although many fuzzing systems receive the entire firmware as an input (i.e., interfaces column in
Tables 4 and 5 has firmware), only a few systems [70, 86, 138] test parts such as the bootloader or
operating systems outside the file system programs. For example, Avatar [138] analyzes the masked
ROM bootloader and the bootloader of a hard disk drive. Avatar2 [86] can record the execution of
firmware. These two examples are possible as they use partial emulation that executes the firmware
in an emulator with physical devices. Consequently, this fuzzing framework is advantageous when
an attacker is interested in the booting step or hardware hacking.
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Table 10. Performance Comparison of Emulation-based Embedded Fuzzers

Name

Number of

Crashes

(24 hours)

Number of

Vulnerabilities

Coverage

(24 hours)
Emulation Overhead

Firm-AFL [145] 52 2 492
Augmented

process emulation

System call

redirection

Firm-AFLFast [64] 133 N/A 1118
Augmented

process emulation

System call

redirection

FIRMCORN [49] 105 2 870
Optimized

virtual execution

Heuristic

algorithms

FIRM-COV [64] 335 2 2321
Optimized

process emulation

Firmware

pre-analysis

The meaning of the symbols in table is as follows:

(1) Number of crashes (24 hours)

(2) Number of zero-day vulnerabilities

· These numbers are based on each corresponding paper.

(3) Coverage: Average number of found paths (24 hours)

(4) Emulation method (required resources)

· Augmented process emulation: It combines full-system emulation and user-mode emulation.

· Optimized process emulation: It adds heuristic optimization to the augmented process emulation.

· Optimized virtual execution: It uses heuristic algorithms to optimize the virtual execution process.

(5) Overhead

· Firm-AFL and Firm-AFLFast require system call redirection. When user-mode emulation cannot handle system

calls, it hands over the request to the full-system emulation.

· FIRMCORN requires heuristic algorithms during optimized virtual execution.

· FIRM-COV needs firmware pre-analysis because of optimized process emulation.

7.3 Fuzzers for File System Programs

Many embedded fuzzers can test every program in the file system of an embedded device. In
Tables 4 and 5, many fuzzers [20, 28, 32, 112, 145] can analyze executable programs in the firmware.
As they extract the firmware from the device and execute it in the emulator, they can access ev-
ery program in the file system. If a fuzzer can access some programs, the file fuzzer that receives
the program files can begin executing the programs. However, an attacker is especially interested
in server programs that present network services to the Internet as they are accessible from the
outside of the network (i.e., the attacker). Hence, although a fuzzer can test every program in a
system, fuzzing articles typically indicate that vulnerabilities are mostly found in the server pro-
grams. Although attackers are not interested in vulnerabilities except server programs, security
experts need to address these vulnerabilities as they can be abused by other attacks, such as local
privilege escalation.

7.4 Fuzzers for Server Programs

Note that access methods to fuzz server programs (i.e., daemons) have three types. First, some
fuzzers extract and run the file system from the firmware in an emulator and then fuzz the
server programs. This method has the advantage of high performance and satisfactory results;
thus, many fuzzers presented in Tables 4 and 5 use this method. Second, network protocol-based
fuzzers [22, 43, 61, 115] are the most suitable type for fuzzing server programs. This method is
intuitive and convenient but has the disadvantage that target programs are limited. Considering
that a hacker typically attacks from the Internet, this scope is enough. Finally, some fuzzers
[70, 87] using debugging interfaces such as JTAG or UART can test server programs. This method
has the advantage in that it can fuzz server programs with debugging information. However, this
method requires manual work that creates a debugging environment or is often impossible in
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recent trends. In summary, network-based fuzzing is intuitive and convenient, whereas extraction
and fuzzing provide the advantage of high throughput and plenty of outputs.

7.5 Fuzzers for Industrial Embedded Devices

Industrial embedded devices such as IIoT are usually controlled by supervisory control and

data acquisition (SCADA) systems [18]. The SCADA system uses mostly a telephone network
or third-party networks, which provide low-speed and poor-quality communication [40], and it
requires an operator console or human-machine interface (HMI) to monitor and control the
SCADA devices [128]. However, SCADA-based IIoT is increasingly connected to TCP/IP networks
in order to provide convenience. This allows attackers to compromise the software vulnerabilities
of SCADA systems from the Internet.

Security flaws of industrial embedded devices are more often found than general embedded
systems because they use special software (i.e., SCADA software) and are rarely tested for security.
Thus, fuzzing for industrial embedded devices is inevitable. Even though some fuzzers [63, 78, 125,
143] or countermeasures [36, 108] have been proposed so far, industrial embedded devices are
numerous and varied. Thus, more interest and study are required in this research area. Additionally,
note that fuzzing must not be applied to the SCADA system in operation because this can cause
malfunction of the system. Before testing, an analyst should set up a test-bed and conduct fuzzing
to industrial embedded systems.

8 FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Thus far, we have investigated state-of-the-art ESF. Based on the investigated contents, we answer
RQ4 by discussing research trends and challenges in the fuzzing technique for embedded systems.
We will discuss future challenges in the following subsections, hoping that the following would
help motivate other researchers and developers.

8.1 Custom Embedded System Fuzzer

A vast number of IoT devices have emerged nowadays, and they have become increasingly diverse.
Keeping pace with this phenomenon, many embedded system fuzzers will be available also. Some
fuzzers are dedicated to only one platform architecture. For example, FIE [32] is a symbolic execu-
tion tool that analyzes firmware programs of MSP430-family microcontrollers. When this tool was
published, these microcontrollers were very popular and dominant. Another fuzzer by Mulliner
et al. [88] tests feature phones through a global system for mobile communication (GSM) net-
work. This fuzzing system is customized only for the GSM network. In summary, all these fuzzers
work well only with a limited architecture or platforms.

We believe that this trend will increase due to diversified IoT devices. Thus, there will be an
increasing number of custom embedded system fuzzers. For instance, real-time embedded devices
using VxWorks are predominant in weapon systems, critical infrastructures, medical devices, and
so on, as VxWorks is an RTOS designed for an environment that requires real-time, availability,
safety, and security certification. Although VxWorks is widely used in critical industries, to the
best of our knowledge, a useful fuzzer for it does not exist to date. Therefore, we predict that many
custom embedded system fuzzers, such as a fuzzer for VxWorks or QNX, are necessary.

8.2 Higher Code Coverage

Although state-of-the-art embedded coverage-based fuzzers such as Firm-AFL [145] show good
performance and results, there is room for improvement. For example, Firm-AFL generates new
test cases by using a basic mutation algorithm, in which a new test case is inserted into a seed
pool only when the new test input finds a new path, or it is ignored. According to AFLFast [17],
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this coverage-based gray-box fuzzer (CGF) shows low-frequency paths and needs to explore
considerably more paths. In addition, recently improved coverage-based fuzzing techniques [8, 23,
102] can be adapted to this framework.

In traditional fuzzing research, several optimization techniques have been proposed to improve
the code coverage. First, AFLFast [17] adapts a power scheduler and search strategy that guides
the fuzzer to less visited program paths. The power scheduler allocates high energy to the seeds
exploring low-frequency paths and low energy to the seeds exploring high-frequency paths. This
implies that AFLfast focuses on less visited paths. The search strategy of AFLFast involves choosing
seeds in the queue. It first chooses the seeds that produce low-frequency paths and have been
chosen less frequently. Second, VUzzer [102] conducted static and dynamic analyses to extract
control-flow and data-flow features. Using this information, it accomplishes application-aware
evolutionary fuzzing. This fuzzer is more lightweight than symbolic execution and thus exhibits
better results.

8.3 Toward Perfect Emulation

As described in Section 5.3, emulation is an essential process for testing a variety of embedded sys-
tems. As all types of IoT devices cannot be developed in an experimental environment, emulation
is the best solution. Thus, perfect emulation renders the fuzzer test target devices correctly. Several
fuzzers [86, 138] exercise a partial emulation that combines emulation with physical devices to pre-
pare perfect emulation. Meanwhile, many fuzzers [20, 49, 61, 70, 115, 146] exercise full system em-
ulation. Augmented emulation [145] and approximate emulation [38] have recently been reported.

However, emulation requires improvement to date. QEMU, which is frequently used in firmware
emulation, does not support NVRAM emulation and floating-point instruction, although most em-
bedded devices have NVRAM nowadays. Even worse, sometimes it produces incorrect results com-
pared with real devices [49]. In addition, there is huge time overhead and unstable fuzzing due to
incomplete emulation resulting from the above facts. All these issues are open problems and de-
serve to be studied in depth in the future.

8.4 Hybrid Fuzzer for Embedded Systems

The state-of-the-art fuzzers have two limitations: (1) a fuzzer cannot test every path branch, and
(2) it cannot generate every possible test case. Owing to these limitations, other techniques tend
to be combined with fuzzing. For example, several previous works [28, 49, 104, 146] applied static
and taint analyses before fuzz testing. Through this preparation process, they proposed unique
methodologies and produced better experimental results. We believe that this trend will continue
as the popularity of IoT devices works up various improved techniques. In particular, a hybrid
fuzzer for the embedded system is not available to date. Thus, designing and implementing a more
effective and efficient fuzzing technique is an open problem in this research area.

8.5 ESF with AI Techniques

AI technology has become popular to solve state-of-the-art security and engineering problems. For
example, in the ESF field, Pretender [50] used a machine learning technique to re-host embedded
systems’ firmware. It was trained from interaction data between the CPU and peripherals and
provided virtual peripheral models to re-host firmware. Based on these models, firmware samples
are flexibly executed in an emulated environment, and post-emulation analyses such as fuzzing
are performed well. These models are useful as they provide interactive and stable emulation
environments without actual devices. However, they require enough and well-organized training
data for a successful emulation.
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Other desktop fuzzing methods also use AI techniques. For example, Learn&Fuzz [47] proposed
a fuzzing input generation technique based on machine learning. This technique learned an input
format by processing many sample inputs and automatically generated a suitable fuzzing input.
They insisted that their fuzzer achieved better code coverage and found an unknown bug. An-
other example, MEUZZ [24], proposed a smart seed scheduling algorithm for hybrid fuzzing. This
method measured which seeds produced better code coverage based on a large amount of previous
data, achieved 27.1% more code coverage, and discovered unknown vulnerabilities.

These examples also can be applied to ESF. For instance, the new ESF learns an input format by
processing many sample inputs and automatically generates an effective fuzzing input. Another
possible example measures the code coverage of many seed inputs and learns a smart seed sched-
uling algorithm from them. Or emulated peripherals [147] know typical execution outputs and
error outputs and imitate normal peripheral behaviors. Hence, applying AI techniques to ESF is
an open challenge.

9 CONCLUSION

ESF is an automatic testing technique for embedded system firmware. It is more complicated than
traditional fuzzing as its target is heterogeneous embedded devices with a strong dependency
on hardware, difficulty in detecting crashes, and performance limitation. Thus, these limitations
should be considered when using and developing ESF. ESF can be classified into direct fuzzing,
emulation-based fuzzing, and firmware analysis depending on how it accesses the target program.
Compared with traditional fuzzing, it requires additional preprocessing steps, such as firmware
extraction, system emulation, or device connection. Along with the comparison, we presented
features and taxonomy of state-of-the-art embedded system fuzzers. In particular, we noted that
most fuzzers for embedded systems were emulation based; thus, we emphasized several emulation
types. We described fuzzing techniques and their usability in terms of testing embedded systems
and discussed open challenges.

Considering recent trends in the ESF field, we expect that much related research will be stud-
ied. Thus, this survey provides information and guidelines for practitioners who select an embed-
ded system fuzzer and researchers who study ESF. We provided key techniques and usability for
practitioners and open challenges for researchers. We believe that future works are developing
customized fuzzers for various embedded systems, improving fuzzing techniques, rendering em-
ulation more perfect, and adapting AI technology to ESF. We hope that our work will motivate
researchers to study ESF for a secure IoT world.

APPENDIX

A ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

AI Artificial Intelligence
API Application Programming Interface
CISC Complex Instruction Set Computing
CPU Central Processing Unit
DSE Dynamic Symbolic Execution
ESF Embeded System Fuzzing
IoT Internet of Things
IIoT Industrial Internet of Things
JTAG Joint Test Action Group
NVRAM Non-Volatile Random Access Memory
OS Operating System
PUT Program Under Test
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RISC Reduced Instruction Set Computing
RTOS Real-Time Operating System
SCADA Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition
SW Software
UART Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter
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